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Thank you very much for your support during our Granny’s Attic topic. It’s been great to see all the old 
things that have brought in and we’ve made a wonderful topic table in the classroom to display all the 

objects and photos that the children have contributed.  
 

This term our topic will still be Granny’s Attic but with a focus on toys. We will discover what toys 
children used to play with and how technology has changed what toys are like now. 
Again our topic will be cross-curricular as we incorporate our learning into literacy, 

numeracy and health and well-being. There will be a focus specifically on 
technologies this term as we study, plan for and eventually make our own toys in the 

run up to Christmas.  

Numeracy 
This term we are working to improve our 

mental maths with speedier recall on 
addition and subtraction questions. Within 

this we will be working to develop our 
confidence in recognising and using 

numbers up to 20 for P2 and numbers to 
100 for P3.  We will also be looking at the 

concept of missing numbers in addition and 
subtraction problems. 

 
 On a Friday with Miss MacIver we will be 

continuing to learn about 2D and 3D shape 
which will link with some aspects of our 

toys topic.  
 

Literacy 
We will be maintaining a focus on developing our 

listening and talking this term. On Mondays we will 
continue to have circle time for children to share 
weekend news or talk about an object they have 

brought in for show and tell. The children have been 
developing their confidence and clarity while speaking 
and we will continue to practice good listening skills.  

 
We are further consolidating our initial sounds and 

phonemes this term to further advance our speed and 
fluency in reading. We will also be focusing on 

recognition of more common words which form part of 
our spelling practice each week too. Please remember 
that we will also have a spelling test on a Friday, there 
has been an improvement in scores already which is 

very positive!  

Additional Information 
Monday                 Gym  
Tuesday                 Library 
Wednesday          Technology and Kodaly 
Thursday               Gym, Outdoor Learning and Art 
Friday                     Drama 
 

Please ensure your child has their gym kit in 
school every day and their outdoor learning 

clothes and boots on a Thursday. 
 

Our café this term is on Friday 8th Dec and our 
baking will be on Thursday 7th Dec, if you can help 

with this please let the office know. 
 

P2/3 would love to see you visit our stall at the 
school Christmas Fair on Saturday 18th Nov where 

you will be able to purchase some Christmas 
crafts that we have made. 

Homework 
Thank you for your support in helping your child 
to further their learning at home. It will continue 
to be given out on a Monday and due back on a 

Thursday. Please could you sign your child’s 
homework jotter after they have completed their 

tasks. 
 

 This term each child will also have a ‘homework 
folder’ to help keep all belongings together in a 
safe place. Please can you make sure that your 
child brings this in every day with their reading 

book and home-school book inside. 
 

Thank you,  
Miss Walker and Miss MacIver. 
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